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Abstract. Modeling, Simulation and Verification Language (MSVL) is
a useful formalism for specification and verification of concurrent systems. To make it more practical and easy to use, we extend MSVL with
the technique of semaphore. To do so, the mechanism of MSVL function
calls is deeply analyzed. Further, the semaphore type is defined. Moreover, operations over semaphore are formalized. Finally, an example is
given to illustrate how to use semaphore to solve the mutual exclusion
problem.
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Introduction

Modeling, Simulation and Veriﬁcation Language (MSVL) [1], an executable subset of Projection Temporal Logic (PTL) [2,3] with framing technique, is a useful
formalism for speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of concurrent and distributed systems [4–6]. It provides a rich set of data types (e.g., char, integer, pointer,
string), data structures (e.g., array, list), as well as boolean and arithmetic
expressions. Besides, MSVL supports not only the commonly used statements
such as assignment, sequential, branch and loop, but also parallel and concurrent statements such as conjunct (S1 and S2 ), parallel (S1 ||S2 ) and projection
((S1 , . . . , Sm ) prj S). Further, Propositional Projection Temporal Logic (PPTL),
the propositional subset of PTL, has the expressiveness power of the full regular
expressions [7], which enables us to model, simulate and verify the concurrent
and reactive systems within a same logical system [8].
In veriﬁcation of concurrent and distributed systems, an essential problem
that must be dealt with is the synchronization and communication between
concurrent processes. To solve the problem, some formalisms involve synchronous
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message passing (e.g., CCS [9] and CSP [10]), and some involve asynchronous
channels (e.g., PROMELA [11]). As for MSVL, the communication between
parallel components is based on shared variables. Furthermore, MSVL provides
a synchronization construct, await(c), to synchronize communication between
parallel processes. The meaning of await(c) is simple: it changes no variables, but
keeps on waiting until the condition c becomes true, at which point it terminates.
With this statement, the synchronization between two parallel processes can be
easily achieved since another process can cause c to become true.
However, the mutual exclusively accessing critical resource for many concurrent processes has not solved in MSVL so far. Therefore, we are motivated to
introduce the technique of semaphore [12] to MSVL. To this end, the mechanism
of the function of MSVL is deeply analyzed, based on which the semaphore type
is deﬁned and the functions to initialize a semaphore variable, allocate as well
as release a critical resource are also formalized. Besides, an example is given to
illustrate how to use the semaphore of MSVL to solve the synchronization and
mutual exclusion problem between currently processes.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In the next section, PTL and MSVL
are brieﬂy introduced. In Sect. 3, the mechanism of MSVL functions calls is analyzed. In Sect. 4, the semaphore is introduced to MSVL. In Sect. 4.1, an example
is given to illustrate how to program with semaphore. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Sect. 5.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Projection Temporal Logic

In this subsection, the syntax and semantics of Projection Temporal Logic (PTL)
are brieﬂy introduced. More details can be found in paper [2].
Syntax. Let P rop be a countable set of atomic propositions and V a countable
set of typed variables. B = {true, f alse} represents the boolean domain. D
denotes the data domain of the underlying logic. The terms e and formulas P of
PTL are inductively deﬁned as follows:
e ::= d | a | x | e | f (e1 , . . . , em )
P ::= p | e1 = e2 | ρ(e1 , ..., em ) | ¬P | P1 ∧ P2 | ∃ vP | P | (P1 , . . . , Pm ) prj P
where d ∈ D is a constant, a ∈ V is a static variable, x ∈ V is a dynamic
variable, v ∈ V is either a static variable or a dynamic one; p ∈ P rop is an
atomic proposition; f is a function and ρ is a predicate both deﬁned over D.
Abbreviation. The conventional constructs true, f alse, ∧ , → as well as ↔
are deﬁned as usual. Furthermore, we use the following abbreviations:
def



ε = ¬true
P

P

P

def

= ¬¬P

def

= true ;P

def



def

ε = ¬ε
def

P ;Q = (P, Q) prj ε
len(n) = n ε
def
def

= ¬ ¬P

keep(P ) = ( ε → P )

def

halt(P ) = ( ε ↔ P )

skip =  ε

def
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def

f in(P ) = ( ε → P )

def

P ||Q = ((P ;true) ∧ Q) ∨ (P ∧ (Q; true)) ∨ (P ∧ Q)
Semantics. A state s is a pair of assignments (Ip , Iv ), which Ip assigns each
atomic proposition p ∈ P rop a truth value in B, whereas Iv assigns each variable
v ∈ V a value in D. An interval (i.e., model) σ is a non-empty sequence of states.
The length of σ, denoted by |σ|, is ω if σ is inﬁnite, or the number of states minus
one if σ is ﬁnite. We use notation σ(i..j) to mean that a subinterval <si , . . . , sj > of
σ with 0 ≤ i j ≤ |σ|. The concatenation of a ﬁnite interval σ =<s0 , . . . , s|σ| >
with another interval σ  =<s0 , . . . , s|σ | > (may be inﬁnite) is denoted by σ • σ 
and σ • σ  =<s0 , . . . , s|σ| , s0 , . . . , s|σ |>. Let σ =<s0 , s1 , . . . , s|σ|> be an interval
and r1 , . . . , rh be integers (h ≥ 1) such that 0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rh
|σ|.
The projection of σ onto r1 , . . . , rh is the interval (called projected interval)
σ ↓ (r1 , . . . , rh ) =<st1 , . . . , stl >, (t1 < t2 < . . . < tl ), where t1 , . . . , tl is obtained
from r1 , . . . , rh by deleting all duplicates. For example, <s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 >↓
(0, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 5) =<s0 , s2 , s4 , s5>.
An interpretation, as for PTL, is a triple I = (σ, i, j), where σ is an interval,
i ∈ N0 and j ∈ Nω , and 0 ≤ i j ≤ |σ|. We use notation (σ, i, j) to mean that
a term or a formula is interpreted over a subinterval <si , . . . , sj > of σ with the
current state being si . Then, for every term e, the evaluation of e relative to I,
denoted by I[e], is deﬁned by induction on the structure of the term as follows:
I[d]
I[a]
I[x]

= d, if d ∈ D is a constant value
= Ivi [a] = Iv0 [a], if a is typed static variable
=
Ivi [x], if x is typed dynamic variable
(σ, i + 1, j)[e], if i < j
I[e]
=
otherwise
 nil,
nil, if I[eh ] = nil for some h(1 ≤ h ≤ m)
I[f (e1 , . . . , em )] =
f (I[e1 ], . . . , I[em ]), otherwise

The satisfaction relation (|=) for PTL formulas is inductively deﬁned as
follows:
I|=p iﬀ Ipi [p] = true, for any given atomic proposition p
I|=ρ(e1 , ..., em ) iﬀ ρ is a primitive predicate other than = and, for
all h(1 ≤ h ≤ m), I[eh ] = nil and ρ(I[e1 ], . . . , I[em ]) = true
I|=e1 = e2 iﬀ I[e1 ] = I[e2 ]
I|=¬P iﬀ I  P
I|=P ∧ Q iﬀ I|=P and I|=Q
v 
I|=∃ vP iﬀ (σ  , i, j)|=P for some interval σ  , σ(i..j) =σ(i..j)
I|=P iﬀ i < j and (σ, i + 1, j)|=P
I|=(P1 , ..., Pm ) prj Q iﬀ there exist integers i = r0 ≤ . . . ≤ rm−1 ≤ rm j
such that (σ, rl−1 , rl )|=Pl for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m, and (σ  , 0, |σ  |)|=Q for
one of the following σ  :
(1) rm < j and σ  = σ ↓ (r0 , . . . , rm ) • σ(rm +1..j)
(2) rm = j and σ  = σ ↓ (r0 , . . . , rh ) for some 0 ≤ h ≤ m
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Modeling, Simulation and Verification Language

Modeling, Simulation and Veriﬁcation Language (MSVL) is an executable subset
of PTL. In the following, we brieﬂy introduce the kernel of MSVL. For more
deals, please refer to literature [1].
Expression. The arithmetic expressions e and boolean expressions b of MSVL
are inductively deﬁned as follows:
e ::= d | x | e | e
- | e1 + e2 | e1 − e2 | e1 ∗ e2 | e1 /e2 | e1 %e2
b ::= true | f alse | ¬b | b1 ∧ b2 | e1 = e2 | e1 ≤ e2
where d is is an integer or a ﬂoating point number; x ∈ V is a static or dynamic
variable; e (e)
- refers to the value of expression e at the next (previous) state.
Statement. The elementary statements in MSVL are deﬁned as follows:
def

(1) Immediate Assign x ⇐e = x = e ∧ px
def

(2) Unit Assignment

x :=e = x = e ∧ px ∧ skip

(3) Conjunction

S1 and S2 = S1 ∧ S2

(4) Selection

S1 or S2 = S1 ∧ S2

(5) Next

next S = S

(6) Always

always S = S

(7) Termination

empty = ¬true

(8) Skip

skip =  ε

(9) Sequential

S1 ;S2 = (S1 , S2 ) prj ε

(10) Local

exist x : S = ∃ x : S

def

def

def

def

def

def

def

def

def

(11) State Frame

lbf (x) = ¬af(x) → ∃ b:(x
- = b ∧ x = b)

(12) Interval Frame
(13) Projection

f rame(x) = ( ε → (lbf (x)))
(S1 , . . . , Sm ) prj S

(14) Condition

if b then S1 else S2 = (b → S1 ) ∧ (¬b → S2 )

(15) While

= (b ∧ S) ∧ ( ε → ¬b)

await(b) =
x∈Vb f rame(x) ∧ ( ε ↔ b)

(16) Await
(17) Parallel

def

def

while b do S

def

def

def

S1 ||S2 = ((S1 ; true) ∧ S2 ) ∨ (S1 ∧ (S2 ;true))
∨ (S1 ∧ S2 )

where the immediate assignment x ⇐ e, unit assignment x ⇐ e, empty, lbf (x)
and f rame(x) are basic statements, and the left are composite ones.

3

Mechanism of MSVL Function

For convenience of modeling for complex software and hardware systems, MSVL
takes the divide-and-conquer strategy and employees functions as the basic components like C programming language does. The general grammar of MSVL
function is as follows:
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function funcName(in type1 x1 , . . . , in typem xm ,
out type1 y1 ,. . . , out typen ym , return type RValue)
{S}
//Function body
where f unction is the keyword to declare a function; funcName is the identiﬁer
by which the function can be called; in typei xi (out typei yi ) (as many as
needed) speciﬁes the i-th input (output) parameter consisting of a type followed
by a variable identiﬁer; return type speciﬁes the return type of the function; S,
usually a compound MSVL statement, deﬁnes the operations inside the function.
A function with no input (output) parameters or return value is allowed.
Parameter passing in MSVL is similar to that in C, i.e. all function arguments
are passed by values (call-by-value). With call-by-value, the actual argument
expression is evaluated, and the resulting value is bound to the corresponding
formal parameter in the function. Even if the function may assign a new value
to its formal parameter, only its local copy is assigned and anything passed
into a function call is unchanged in the callers scope when the function returns.
Furthermore, the pointer type is also supported by MSVL, which allows both
caller and callee to access and modify a same variable.
To make MSVL more practical and useful, MSVL provides two kinds of
function calls, namely internal call and external call [13]. The grammar of the
internal call is the default one, i.e. f uncN ame(v1 , . . . , vn ), and the grammar of
external call is the general function call statement with the preﬁxed constraint
ext, i.e. ext f uncN ame(v1 , . . . , vn ).
For instance, Example 1 is an MSVL program to compute (1 + 2 + 3) ∗ 2. The
program consists of two functions main and GetSum1, which function main
is the entry of the program and function GetSum1 is to compute the sum of
1 + .. + n. Within function main, the function call statement marked with (1)
is an internal call, whereas the one marked with (2) is an external call.
Example 1. Program to compute (1 + 2 + 3) ∗ 2
function GetSum(int n, int *rst) {
frame(i) and (
int i and i<== 1 and empty;
*rst<== 0 and empty;
while(i<= 3){ *x:= *x+i and i:=i+1 }
)
};
function main(){
frame(sum) and (
int sum and sum<== 0 and skip;
GetSum(3, &sum);
//(1) Internal function call
ext GetSum(3, &sum); //(2) External function call
sum:=sum*2
)
};
main()
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For instance, if we remove the statement (1) from the program in Example
1, the execution model of the left program is given in Fig. 2. Although function
GetSum() takes 4 states to compute (1 + 2 + 3), the model of GetSum() is
abandoned in case of the computing result is obtained. Thus, the execution of
external call nearly has no aﬀection on the model of the function caller except
for assigning the result 6 to the variable sum.
main(..)

0
GetSum(..)

E_0: sum=0

1

F_0

1'

E_1: sum=6

F_0: i=1 and n=3 and *rst=0
F_1

F_3

2

2'

E_2: sum=12

F_2: i=3 and n=3 and *rst=3
F_2

3

F_1: i=2 and n=3 and *rst=1

F_3: i=4 and n=3 and *rst=6

3'

Fig. 2. The execution model of external function call

The external function call completely encapsulates the inner variables (data)
and the program logic of the called function, which provides a new system modeling way at a higher level of abstraction. Compared with the internal function
call, the external call is used to model the sub-system which has no interaction
with function caller during its execution. In most software/hardware system,
such sub-systems is the major part. The external function call greatly decreases
the complexity of system modeling and helps to ensure the correctness of the
system model.

4

Introduction of Semaphore to MSVL

The semaphore [12] is a key technique widely used in concurrent system development, e.g. Operating System and Web Application, to provide mutual exclusion accessing critical resource for many concurrent processes. Intuitively, a
semaphore is the entity representing a kind of critical resources. Further, two
atomic operations (i.e., a sequence of instructions providing a speciﬁc function and its running cannot be interrupted.) wait and signal are deﬁned over
semaphore to allocate and release a unit of resource respectively. In compute
system, the realization of atomic operation must be supported by hardware. As
for MSVL, we have no such support and hence can only search for an alternative
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approach to realize semaphore. In the following, we ﬁrstly give the deﬁnition of
semaphore, and then formalize the operations over it.
Semaphore. Let n ∈ N0 be the number of processes using the semaphore. The
semaphore is a struct type deﬁned in MSVL as follows:
def

semaphore(n) = struct {
int locked and
int value and
int procNum and
int curApp[n] and
int runAuth[n] and
list(int) procQue
}
where locked is the status of the lock for accessing the critical section of the
semaphore (0 denotes free, 1 denotes locked); value denotes the number of
resources; procN um saves the max number of processes applying for the resource;
arrays curApp and runAuth record the processes currently applying for and
authorized to use the resource respectively; queue procQue keeps the blocked
processes in arriving sequence.
To solve the problem that many concurrent processes may apply for the
resource at the same time, we assign each process a unique id (0 ≤ id < n) and
employ array members curApp[id] and runAuth[id] to handle the application
and authorisation of process id respectively.
Semaphore is a parameterized type. To deﬁne a semaphore variable, the number of processes to use the resource must be estimated previously. For example,
if the process number is 10, then the grammar to deﬁne a variable sem is:
semaphore (10) sem.
Before using a semaphore variable, we need call function sem init to initialize
it. Function sem init has three parameters, among which sem is the semaphore
to be initialized; value is the initial resource count; procN um is the total number
of processes using the resource. The function is deﬁned as follows.
function sem init( semaphore(n) *sem, int value, int procNum){
frame(i) and (
int i and i<==0 and empty;
sem→value<==value and empty //Init resource number
sem→locked<== 0 and
//Init lock status
sem→procNum<==procNum ; //Init process number
while(i < n) { //Init applying array and authorized array
sem→curApp[i]:=0 and sem→runAuth[i]:=0;
i:=i+1
}
)
};
Function sem acquire corresponds to wait operation and allocate one unit
of resource to the applier. The function has two parameters: sem is the resource
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related semaphore; id is the identiﬁer of the process applying for the resource. It
ﬁrstly sets the applying ﬂag and running authorisation ﬂag of process id to 1 and
0 respectively, and then calls the function sem lock to lock the semaphore and
mutual exclusively enters the critical section. Subsequently, the function minuses
sem → value by 1 and checks the result. If sem→value< 0, which means there
is no resource left, then it adds the current process id to the tail of the blocked
process queue procQue, frees the semaphore lock(i.e. sem → locked = 0) and
waits for other process to wake up process id(i.e. await(sem → runAuth[id] =
1). Otherwise, it frees the semaphore lock and uses the resource directly. The
deﬁnition of function sem acquire is as follows.
function sem acquire( semaphore(n) *sem, int id) {
sem→curApp[id]:= 1 and
//Set applying ﬂag
sem→runAuth[id]:= 0;
//Set running authorisation ﬂag
sem lock(sem, id);
//Lock the semaphore
sem→value:=sem→value-1;
if(sem→value< 0) then{
sem→procQue.addtail(id); //Add to waiting queue
sem→locked=0;
//Free the semaphore lock
await(sem→runAuth[id]= 1)
}else {
sem→locked=0
//Free the semaphore lock
}
};
Function sem release corresponds to signal operation and releases a
resource. The function ﬁrstly sets the applying ﬂag of process id to 1, and then
calls the function sem lock to mutual exclusively enters the critical section.
Subsequently, the function increases sem→value by 1 and checks the result. If
sem→ value<= 0, which means there exists some processes blocked in the queue
procQue, then it removes the ﬁrst one from the head of the queue (i.e. sem →
procQue.removehead(&idW ake) and wakes up it (i.e. sem → runAuth[idW ake]
:= 1). Finally, it frees the semaphore lock. The deﬁnition of function sem release
is as follows.
function sem release( semaphore(n) *sem, int id){
frame(idWake) and (
//ID of the process to be wake up
int idWake and idWake<== 0 and empty;
sem→curApp[id]:= 1; //Set the applying ﬂag
sem lock(sem, id);
sem→value:=sem→value+1;
if(sem→value<= 0) then{
sem→procQue.removehead(&idWake);
sem→runAuth[idWake]:= 1;
};
sem→lock=0
//Free the semaphore lock
)
};
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Function sem lock is used to identify which process can enter the critical section of the semaphore. The function takes the FCFS (First Come, First
Service) strategy to select a process. To this end, it calls function sem select
with the external call to select a process. If current process id is selected, it
locks the semaphore (i.e. sem→locked <== 1) and removes the applying ﬂag
of process id (i.e. sem→curApp[id] := 0). Otherwise, the function increases the
sem → curApp[id] by 1 to promote its priority to enter the critical section. The
deﬁnition of function sem lock is as follows.
function sem lock(semaphore(n) *sem, int id){
frame(idSel) and (
int idSel and idsel<== −1 and empty;
while(idSel ! = id) {
ext sem select(sem, &idSel);
if(idSel=id) then{
sem→locked<== 1 and empty; //Lock the semaphore
sem→curApp[id]:= 0
//Remove applying ﬂag
}else{
sem→curApp[id]:= sem→curApp[id]+1
}
}
)
};
Function sem select is used to select the process with the maximum value
in the semaphore’s applying array curApp. If the semaphore is locked, then no
process is selected (i.e. ∗idSel := −1). Otherwise, the function traverses array
curApp and ﬁnds the maximum one. The deﬁnition of sem wait is as follows.
function sem select( semaphore(n) *sem, int *idSel){
frame(i, max) and (
int i and i<== 0 and empty;
int max and max<== 0 and skip;
if(sem→locked=1) then {
*idSel := −1
} else {
while(i<sem→procNum ) {
if( sem→curApp[i]> sem→curApp[max]) then{
max := i
};
i := i+1
};
*idSel := max
}
)
};
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Application of Semaphore

In following, we give an example to illustrate how to employ the technique of
semaphore to solve the complex Producer-consumer problem [14]. Without loss
of generality, we assume the size of the buﬀer is 10, and the number of producers and consumers both be 2. In such a problem, there exist 3 kinds of critical
resources, i.e., the buﬀer space, the product and the buﬀer itself. For each critical resource, we deﬁne a semaphore variable, namely semSpace, semP rod and
semBuf , and their initial resource numbers are 10, 0, 1 respectively. The full
MSVL program is given in Example 2.
Example 2. Solve Producer-consumer problem using semaphore
function Producer( semaphore(4) *sSpace, semaphore(4) *sProd,
semaphore(4) *sBuf, list(int) *buf, int id ){
while(true) {
sem acquire(sSpace, id); //Acquire a buﬀer space
//Acquire buﬀer
sem acquire(sBuf, id);
buf→addtail(100);
//Imitate putting product into the buﬀer
//Release buﬀer
sem release(sBuf, id);
//Release a product
sem release(sProd, id);
}
};
function Consumer( semaphore(4) *sSpace, semaphore(4) *sProd,
semaphore(4) *sBuf, list(int) *buf, int id ) {
while(true) {
//Acquire a product
sem acquire(sProd, id);
//Acquire buﬀer
sem acquire(sBuf, id);
buf→removehead();
//Imitate getting product from the buﬀer
//Release buﬀer
sem release(sBuf, id);
//Release a buﬀer space
sem release(sSpace, id);
}
};
function main(){
frame(semSpace, semProd, semBuf, buﬀer) and (
semaphore(4) semSpace and sem init(&semSpace, 10, 4);
semaphore(4) semProd and sem init(&semProd, 0, 4);
semaphore(4) semBuf and sem init(&semBuf, 1, 4);
list(int) buﬀer;
Producer(&semSpace, &semProd, &semBuf, &buﬀer, 0 )
|| Producer(&semSpace, &semProd, &semBuf, &buﬀer, 1 )
|| Consumer(&semSpace, &semProd, &semBuf, &buﬀer, 2 )
|| Consumer(&semSpace, &semProd, &semBuf, &buﬀer, 3 )
)
};
main()
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Conclusion

In this paper, we extend MSVL by introducing the technique of semaphore.
The new semaphore type is deﬁned in MSVL, and three operators sem init,
sem acquire and sem release are formalized to initialize a semaphore variable, acquire a resource and release a resource respectively. With the support
of semaphore, MSVL can easily solve the synchronization, communication, and
mutual exclusion problems between currently processes. In the future, we will
apply MSVL to model, simulate and verify more complex concurrent and distributed systems, e.g. Operating System and Service Oriented System.
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